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Boeing, the IAM, and the NLRB: Why U.S. Labor Law Is Failing

Julius G. Getman†

INTRODUCTION

In April 2011, the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB’s) Acting General Counsel, Lafe Solomon, issued a complaint against The Boeing Company (Boeing). The complaint alleged that Boeing violated the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) by shifting assembly work on its 787 Dreamliner from Everett, Washington, to North Charleston, South Carolina. According to the complaint, the company decided to shift work from Everett to North Charleston to retaliate against workers in Everett for past strikes—activity protected by the NLRA.

The NLRB has been under constant attack ever since. Many of the Board’s critics have claimed to discern a conspiracy with “big labor”4 to further the political fortunes of President Obama. Others accused the agency of having an anti-business, job-endangering agenda. Joe Nocera, writing in the New York Times, stated, “Seriously, when has a government agency ever tried to dictate where a company makes its products? I can’t ever remember it happening. . . . I’ve become mildly obsessed
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2. Id. at 1, 5.
3. Id. at 6.
with the Boeing affair. Nothing matters more right now than job creation.⁶

In this article, I will show that the National Labor Relations Board (Board) has done nothing to warrant the torrent of criticism. The General Counsel’s action was consistent with the language of the NLRA and supported by precedent. It posed no serious threat to Boeing’s well-being, or even to its decision to assemble 787 Dreamliners in South Carolina. Properly understood, the clamor over Boeing’s right to make corporate business decisions demonstrates the weakness of the NLRB and not its rampant power. Indeed, the entire campaign against the Board appears to be part of a political effort aimed at organized labor and the last remnants of the New Deal legislation that created the NLRB. What is now needed is an effort to recreate the NLRB into the agency it was intended to be.

I. THE FACTUAL BACKGROUND LEADING TO THE BOARD’S COMPLAINT

In the fall of 2009, Boeing faced a serious problem. Its new, lightweight, fuel-efficient 787 Dreamliner had elicited orders from all over the world, but Boeing did not have enough planes to meet promised time schedules.⁷ Much of the problem was caused by Boeing’s decision to outsource the manufacture of components to partner companies around the world and to adopt a “just-in-time” inventory system requiring that components be delivered according to a precise schedule.⁸ Several of the suppliers and partners that were supposed to produce the components were years behind schedule, contributing to Boeing’s backlog of nearly 900 orders.⁹ When Boeing finally received the necessary parts, it was understandably under pressure to speed up assembly.¹⁰

⁶. Id.
⁹. See Cohan, supra note 7.
¹⁰. See David Kesmodel, Boeing’s Dreamliner Makes Its Way to Japan: Executives Say They Plan to Nearly Double Jet’s Production Within Six
Boeing's initial plans for the Dreamliner called for assembly by its skilled unionized employees in Everett, Washington, part of Boeing’s Puget Sound complex. Before committing to assembly in Everett, Boeing had obtained financial incentives of over $3 billion from the Washington State Legislature. A production line capable of producing about seven Dreamliners per month was established in 2007. The Puget Sound unit, comprised of approximately 18,000 employees, had historically performed the final assembly of all Boeing planes.

The assembly line workers in Puget Sound were represented by Local Lodge 751 of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM). Relations between Boeing and the union were complex and often confrontational. Three of the previous five contract negotiations (in 1995, 2005, and 2008) had resulted in strikes. The two-month strike in 2008 was particularly bitter. Boeing’s stock tumbled in its af-

12. Id.
17. On October 6, 2008, Boeing’s CEO Jim McNerney sent a long e-mail to Boeing employees about the strike. NLRB Advice Memo, supra note 14, at 3 (‘McNerney stated that . . . ‘[t]he issue of competitiveness as it relates to this strike is a big deal[,]’ He also tied labor disputes to problems with Boeing’s customer relationships. After asserting that the union had recommended that its members reject contract offers and go on strike four of the last five negotiations going back to 1995, he wrote, ‘We believe this track record of repeated union work stoppages is earning us a reputation as an unreliable supplier to our customers—who ultimately provide job security by buying our airplanes.’”).
termath. During the summer of 2009, Boeing publicly announced that it was considering opening a second production line for the Dreamliner line at its new facility in North Charleston rather than Everett because of its concern over strikes. However, Boeing spokesmen indicated to Washington state officials that it would prefer to use Everett because of the skill and experience of its workforce, as long as it could be assured that the union would not strike.

Boeing had acquired its North Charleston facility from Vought Aircraft, with which Boeing had previously contracted to manufacture the rear sections of the Dreamliner fuselage. The decision to purchase Vought came after Boeing had identified Vought as a “problem partner” because it had failed to deliver on schedule. According to Bloomberg News, “incomplete work at the facility had contributed to two years of delays for the new plane.” Early in July 2009, Boeing announced that it planned to purchase Vought for the avowed purpose of speeding up production of parts for the 787. At the time of the purchase, Vought employees were represented by the IAM.

Boeing announced that it had completed its purchase of Vought on July 30, 2009. That same day, a Vought employee filed a petition with the NLRB, asking the Board to decertify the incumbent machinists’ union. A short time later, the NLRB scheduled a vote on whether the workers wished to retain the IAM as their bargaining representative. Boeing actively opposed the union in the campaign that preceded the decertification vote. According to the NLRB Advice Memo:
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19. Id. at 4 (“[On October 17], Boeing’s Vice President for Government and Community Relations Fred Kiga spoke at an aerospace conference . . . He reportedly also told the conference that ‘labor unrest’ could drive Boeing’s decision on where to build planes in the future.”).
22. Id.
23. Id.
25. Id. at 5.
26. Id.
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28. See id. at 6.
29. Id. at 5–6.
During August, Boeing denied the Union access to the employees in the North Charleston plant and wrote a memorandum to the employees stating that it preferred to “deal with employees directly without intermediaries.” Boeing also issued a FAQ document to the employees stating that the mass layoffs that took place at the Vought plant in late 2008 were due to the “unique situation created by the Everett strike.” Meanwhile, the South Carolina press was reporting that a certification decision could influence where Boeing located the second 787 assembly line.30

The employees voted decisively 199 to 68 in favor of decertification.31 Boeing now had a facility in which it could complete assembly of the Dreamliner without concern about strikes; although the earlier production problems at Vought made clear that a great deal of training would be necessary for its workers to play a key role in assembly of the 787.32

Given the great backlog of 787 orders, it would have made sense for Boeing to establish new lines in both Everett and North Charleston.33 However, instead of proceeding on both paths simultaneously, Boeing announced that it would establish a second line either in Everett or in South Carolina.34 It thereby publicly placed Washington State and South Carolina in competition for assembly work on the 787. Boeing was able to use the competition to obtain additional tax breaks and revenue from South Carolina.35 In so doing, Boeing also “explicitly pressured the IAM for a no-strike promise with regard to assembly of the 787”36 and implicitly expressed its displeasure with the union’s past strikes.

In October 2009, after several rounds of negotiations involving the union and officials of both Washington State and

30. Id.
32. See id.
33. Had it done so there would have been no basis for legal complaint by the union. The workers in Everett had no legal claim to be the only facility assembling Dreamliners. See Boeing v. NLRB, A.B.A. LAB. & EMP. L. FLASH (Oct. 2011), http://www.americanbar.org/content/newsletter/groups/labor_law/ll_flash/1110_aball_flash/1110_aball_flash_boeing_nlrb.html [hereinafter A.B.A. FLASH].
35. See NLRB Advice Memo, supra note 14, at 9.
South Carolina, Boeing announced that it would open its second line in South Carolina.\(^{37}\) Boeing officials stressed in a series of statements that the decision was based on its desire to avoid strikes such as those which had previously occurred at its unionized facilities.\(^{38}\)

II. THE UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE CHARGES

In March 2010, Local Lodge 751 filed unfair labor practice charges against Boeing on behalf of the workers at Everett.\(^{39}\) The union charged violations of sections 8(a)(3) and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA.\(^{40}\) Section 8(a)(3) prohibits penalizing employees because they exercise their section 7 rights,\(^{41}\) which includes the right to strike.\(^{42}\) Section 8(a)(1) makes it an unfair labor practice to threaten employees for exercising their rights under the Act.\(^{43}\) The union claimed that by choosing to assemble planes in North Charleston rather than Everett, Boeing was punishing its workers in Everett because of their past strikes.\(^{44}\) It also alleged that statements Boeing officials made concerning its decision were unlawful threats of retaliation based on union activity.\(^{45}\)

Under the NLRA, the NLRB's General Counsel, acting on the basis of investigation by his or her staff, makes the initial decision as to the legal validity of a charge.\(^{46}\) If the charge is deemed to be factually and legally sufficient, a complaint is issued in the name of the General Counsel, which sets the stage for a hearing before an administrative law judge and review by the NLRB members.\(^{47}\)

---

37. NLRB Advice Memo, supra note 14, at 10.
38. Id. at 10–12.
40. See A.B.A. FLASH, supra note 33.
43. Id. § 158(a)(1).
44. Union Files Charges, supra note 39, at 2. The union claimed that various statements by Boeing before and after choosing Charleston were intended to let its workers in Everett know that they would pay a price for exercising their rights under the NLRA. See id.
45. Id.
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Acting General Counsel Solomon considered the charge against Boeing for over a year.\textsuperscript{48} He repeatedly urged the parties to settle the dispute through negotiation.\textsuperscript{49} Although he did not make a formal settlement recommendation, Solomon made clear that a sensible settlement would be in everyone’s interest and could be achieved best by the establishment of two new assembly lines, one in Everett and one in North Charleston.\textsuperscript{50} Boeing officials did not offer to settle the case on this basis.\textsuperscript{51}

During the course of his investigation, as is typical in politically sensitive and legally complex cases, Solomon submitted the issue for study to the agency’s Advice Branch, which responded with a memorandum that included a detailed statement of facts and a careful analysis of the law. The April 11, 2011 “Advice Memo” concluded that Boeing had violated the law based on the “Employer’s coercive and threatening statements and . . . the Employer’s decision to locate the second line at a nonunion facility and to establish a dual-sourcing supply program in retaliation for protected activity.”\textsuperscript{52} The memo cited several Board cases holding that actions in effect punishing former strikers could not be justified on the basis of concern over future or past protected activity.\textsuperscript{53}

On April 20, 2011, with no settlement in sight, General Counsel Solomon issued a complaint based on the legal analysis contained in the memo.\textsuperscript{54} In accordance with the law and long-standing NLRB practice, Solomon acted independently of the five members of the NLRB, who act as the agency’s adjudicatory arm.\textsuperscript{55} Several statements from Boeing officials were cit-
ed in the complaint.56 To remedy the alleged violation, the complaint called for an order “requiring Respondent [Boeing] to . . . operate its second line of 787 Dreamliner aircraft assembly production in the State of Washington, utilizing supply lines . . . in the Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon, area facilities.”57

Contrary to many subsequent accusations, the complaint did not order or suggest shutting down the South Carolina facility.58 In fact, it specifically stated that “the Acting General Counsel does not seek to prohibit Respondent from making non-discriminatory decisions with respect to where work will be performed, including non-discriminatory decisions with respect to work at its North Charleston, South Carolina, facility.”59

A complaint by the General Counsel is the first step in a complex, often protracted legal process.60 It is followed by an evidentiary hearing before an administrative law judge (ALJ), who makes suggested findings of fact and conclusions of law.61


56. Complaint, supra note 1, at 5 (“[I]n its October 28, 2009, memorandum entitled ‘787 Second Line, Questions and Answers for Managers,’ [Boeing] informed employees, among other things, that its decision to locate the second 787 Dreamliner line in South Carolina was made in order to reduce Respondent’s vulnerability to delivery disruptions caused by work stoppages. . . . [O]n December 7, 2009, [Boeing Vice President Ray] Conner and [Spokesman Jim] Proulx in an article appearing in the Seattle Times, attributed Respondent’s 787 Dreamliner production decision to use a ‘dual-sourcing’ system and to contract with separate suppliers for the South Carolina line to past Unit strikes. . . . [O]n December 8, 2009, Conner in an article appearing in the Puget Sound Business Journal, attributed Respondent’s 787 Dreamliner production decision to use a ‘dual-sourcing’ system and to contract with separate suppliers for the South Carolina line to past Unit strikes. . . . [O]n March 2, 2010, [Boeing’s CEO of Commercial Airplanes Jim] Albaugh, in a video-taped interview with a Seattle Times reporter, stated that Respondent decided to locate its 787 Dreamliner second line in South Carolina because of past unit strikes.”). Boeing sent a memo to its managers explaining its decision: “In the final analysis, this came down to . . . diversifying the company to protect against the risk of production disruption . . . .” NLRB Advice Memo, supra note 14, at 10 (quoting a Boeing memo from Oct. 28, 2009).

57. Complaint, supra note 1, at 7–8.

58. Cleeland Correction Email, supra note 55.

59. Id. at 8.

60. See LEE MODJESKA & ABIGAIL COOLEY MODJESKA, 1 FEDERAL LABOR LAW: NLRB PRACTICE 38 (2013).

61. Id. at 56–58. The evidentiary hearing was held on June 14, 2011 and lasted for several days. See Get the Facts on NLRB v. Boeing, IAM DISTRICT 751, http://www.iam.org/nlrb (last visited Apr. 4, 2014). The ALJ never issued a decision, however, because the parties reached a settlement before he could
The ALJ report is subject to review by a panel of Board members.\footnote{62. MODJESKA & MODJESKA, supra note 60, at 57.} If the Board panel decides that an unfair labor practice has been committed, it issues an order requiring the charged party to take steps to remedy its illegal actions.\footnote{63. Id. at 60–62.} But the Board’s order is not legally binding on a party until it is “enforced” on review by a Court of Appeals.\footnote{64. Id. at 92.} The entire process, if played out to the end, is likely to consume several years. The complaint may be rejected at any step in the process.\footnote{65. See Unfair Labor Practice Process Chart, NLRB, http://www.nlrb.gov/resources/nlrb-process/unfair-labor-practice-process-chart (last visited Apr. 4, 2014).} The Dickensian delays inherent in the process are often alleviated by settlement,\footnote{66. Facilitate Settlements, NLRB, http://www.nlrb.gov/what-we-do/facilitate-settlements (last visited Apr. 4, 2014).} since the parties in most cases prefer compromise to uncertainty. There is little doubt that the parties could have easily reached a settlement in this case by agreeing to create new lines both in North Charleston and in Everett. Boeing needed all the production it could get.

Solomon knew that issuing the complaint would be controversial. He had already been warned by Senator Lindsey Graham of South Carolina that if a complaint was filed, Graham was going after the NLRB “full guns a-blazing.”\footnote{67. Kevin Bogardus, Senator Threatened Labor Board Before Boeing Complaint, THE HILL, Nov. 9, 2011, http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/192737-sen-graham-threatened-labor-board-before-boeing-complaint-was-filed.} Solomon did not, however, anticipate the furor which followed.\footnote{68. Conversation with Lafe Solomon, Gen. Counsel, Nat’l Labor Relations Bd. (Winter, 2013).}
III. THE BOARD UNDER ATTACK

The first attacks were aimed at the complaint. Shortly after it was issued, former NLRB Chairman Peter Schaumberg described Solomon’s action as “unprecedented,” a claim that was regularly repeated by critics. He added that “if the claim is upheld, it could jeopardize any company with unionized workers that wants to expand to a right-to-work state.” He did not explain why this was so.

On May 12, 2011, the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform wrote to Solomon advising him that the committee was investigating his decision to issue a complaint. Solomon was ordered to provide the Committee with “all documents and communications referring or relating to the . . . investigation of Boeing.”


71. See Adam Shah, Experts Say Allegations in NLRB Complaint Against Boeing Represent “Classic” Case of Labor Law Violations, MEDIA MATTERS FOR AMERICA (May 14, 2011, 12:11 AM), http://mediamatters.org/research/2011/05/14/experts-say-allegations-in-nlrb-complaint-again/179638 (listing examples from media where complaint was critiqued as “unprecedented”).

72. Berger, supra note 70.


74. Id. While Solomon agreed to testify at a Committee hearing, he contested the scope of the information requested. Press Release, Nat’l Labor Relations Bd., Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon Testifies at Oversight Committee Field Hearing in South Carolina (June 17, 2011), available at http://www.nlrb.gov/news-outreach/news-story/acting-general-counsel-lafe-solomon -testifies-oversight-committee-field. In a letter from Celeste Mattina, Acting Deputy General Counsel, Mattina took the position that “Your letter broadly seeks confidential and privileged information, internal deliberative materials, attorney work product and settlement communications . . . .” Letter from Ce-
On May 13, 2011, eleven Republican members of the House of Representatives sent Solomon a letter in which they accused him of “sacrificing South Carolina jobs to further an activist agenda.” The attacks soon were extended beyond the General Counsel to the agency generally. On May 14, George Will argued, “The NLRB has read a 76-year-old statute (the 1935 Wagner Act) perversely . . . . [in a] reckless attempt to break a great corporation, and by extension all businesses, to government’s saddle . . . .”

An article published by the Heritage Foundation claimed that the “National Labor Relations Board is twisting the law to benefit unions at the expense of the rule of law and the nation’s economy.” It attributed the complaint to the Board’s hostility to South Carolina because it is a “right to work state.” The Wall Street Journal similarly claimed that “[t]he NLRB’s campaign against Boeing . . . is a government attempt to restrict the free movement of capital. It attempts to punish workers merely because their states passed right-to-work laws.”

78. Id.
The governor of South Carolina, Nikki Haley, regularly repeated the charge and, going beyond those who called for amendment of the NLRA, challenged the very existence of the Board, saying, “Anything that would disband the NRLB, I'd be the biggest cheerleader for.”80 And former South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford, appearing on “FOX & Friends,” somehow attributed the complaint to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi: “You got Pelosi now, somebody from the opposite coast of America, saying, you know, if they don't unionize, they need to shut the plant down. That goes against 200 years of tradition in America . . . .”81 Yet another claim based on tradition was made by Boeing CEO Jim McNerney who, in a widely published press release, accused the NLRB of “a fundamental assault on the capitalist principles that have sustained America’s competitiveness since it became the world’s largest economy nearly 140 years ago.”82 On June 14, Newt Gingrich suggested that one of the things the Congress should do immediately is “defund the NLRB, which has gone into South Carolina to punish Boeing . . . .”83

On June 17, Solomon testified under subpoena before the House Oversight Committee about the decision to issue a complaint.84 The hearing was held in North Charleston, and Governor Haley addressed the Committee in the afternoon.85 She refused to be present during the morning while Solomon was present. In his opening comments, Committee Chair Darrell Issa implied that “Mr. Solomon’s decision to issue a complaint was tailored to reward the President’s powerful financial and

84. Unionization Through Regulation: The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, 112th Cong. 3 (2011). I was present as an expert witness for the Democrats on the Committee.
85. Id. at 136.
political supporters—big labor . . . .” 86 He spared few adjectives in his attack:

And finally, Mr. Solomon’s decision—which has been described as “loony,” “militant,” “retaliatory,” “unmerited,” “unprecedented,” and “the most politicized” decision in NRLB’s history—will doubtlessly cause collateral damage on the free movement of business and capital in the United States. 87

Chairman Issa’s comments set the tone for the Republican members of the Committee, who continued the attack on Solomon. 88 Congressman Gowdy charged that “the NRLB has essentially become a sycophant for labor unions. . . . [T]he NRLB seeks to give unions a historically unprecedented level of influence.” 89 South Carolina Congressman Tim Scott suggested the complaint was an effort to “use union workers and their dues as a way to create a winning combination for a Presidential campaign.” 90

In the aftermath of the hearing, leading candidates for the Republican presidential nomination joined in the criticism. 91 As they did so, the Republican charge against the NRLB expanded to include the assertion that the NRLB was seeking to prevent Boeing from opening a plant in South Carolina. Texas Governor Rick Perry was one of the first to sound the theme: “You see, President Barack Obama stacked the National Labor Relations Board with anti-business cronies who want to dictate to a pri-

86. Id. at 3.
87. Id. at 5.
88. See generally id. Several of the Republicans argued that there could not be discrimination against the workers in Everett because none of them had lost work as a result of Boeing’s decision. Id.
89. Id. at 14.
90. Id. at 19. The Democrats on the Committee denied that the Board had done anything radical. Congresswoman Maloney denied that Boeing was being charged because it moved work to a right-to-work state. Congresswoman Norton argued that a hearing before the statutory process had been completed was improper interference with an independent agency. She pointed out that House and Senate members were “threatening subpoenas, demanding the privileged work product of counsel, and threatening to defund . . . the National Labor Relations Board, before it has made a decision or even heard the case.” Id. at 15.
vate company, Boeing, where they can build a plant. This theme was quickly sounded by a variety of commentators.

In a widely shown television ad, Governor Mitt Romney stated during the South Carolina primary, “The National Labor Relations Board, now stacked with union stooges selected by the President, says to a free enterprise like Boeing, ‘You can’t build a factory in South Carolina because South Carolina is a right-to-work state.’ That is simply un-American. ... It’s political payback of the worst kind.

While the dispute raged, a series of bills to limit the Board’s authority was filed in the House of Representatives. One of the most draconian was H.R. 2587, introduced in July 2011 by South Carolina Congressman Tim Scott, entitled the “Protecting Jobs from Government Interference Act.” Its avowed purpose was to rescind the NLRB’s right to remedy un-

94. Mitt Romney, Free Enterprise, YOUTUBE (Jan. 4, 2012), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qytehw0vU9I. In an op-ed, Gary Shapiro, president and CEO of the Consumer Electronics Association, expanded on the point:
Earlier this year the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) took the unprecedented action of telling a company that it cannot open a new factory in South Carolina. Never mind that Boeing had spent more than one billion dollars on a plant that was going to create 1,000 new jobs. The NLRB rubber-stamped the Washington state union complaint that Boeing was somehow doing something illegal by adding a production facility in South Carolina rather than in Washington. So Airbus cheers as our own federal government stops an American company from hiring American workers and producing goods in the U.S.
fair labor practices by requiring employers to undo unlawful actions. Its terms were sweeping:

[T]he Board shall have no power to order an employer (or seek an order against an employer) to restore or reinstate any work, product, production line, or equipment, to rescind any relocation, transfer, subcontracting, outsourcing, or other change regarding the location, entity, or employer who shall be engaged in production or other business operations, or to require any employer to make an initial or additional investment at a particular plant, facility, or location.

If passed into law, this bill would have rendered the NLRB ineffective in many areas. For example, under current law, employers in unionized facilities are required to bargain to impasse before making unilateral changes in wages, hours, or conditions of employment. If an employer is found to have violated his duty by unilateral action, the Board typically orders it to restore the status quo. H.R. 2587 would have eliminated the standard remedy and left employers free to make basic unilateral changes—eliminate lines of work, hire subcontractors, and switch jobs to non-union facilities—secure in the knowledge that the Board could not remedy its actions. The amendment thus would have run directly counter to the stated policy of the Act, “encouraging the practice and procedure of collective bargaining.” Congressman Scott was appointed to the Senate by Governor Haley when Senator Jim DeMint resigned. His role in defending Boeing and attacking the NLRB was widely noted in reports of his appointment.

The majority report on H.R. 2587 stated that “[t]o ensure employees can continue to exercise their rights under federal

97. Id.
98. Id.
99. See MODJESKA & MODJESKA, supra note 60, § 9:9 (explaining the basic principles of impasse).
100. See id. § 2:4 (discussing the NLRB’s remedial authority).
102. National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 151 (2012). H.R. 2587 would similarly give tacit permission to employers to do away with a segment of their enterprise that chooses to unionize, and it provides employers with another reason for telling employees that choosing to unionize is risky. H.R. 2587, § 2. It would also undercut the right to strike by making it far easier for employers to punish striking units by eliminating or transferring out their work. Id.
labor law, the NLRB will continue to have more than a dozen strong remedies against unfair labor practices to protect workers and hold unlawful employers accountable.” The report failed to list any of the strong remedies, and none come to mind. In fact, the Board’s remedial power under existing law is already severely restrained. The Board cannot impose sanctions. It may not seek to punish wrongdoers. It cannot impose fines. It cannot require anything that would amount to a new contract between the parties.

While the Board was under attack, the majority of Democrats, including President Obama, were silent. When the President finally addressed the issue, his comments were notable for their attempt to create an impression of Presidential neutrality while simultaneously expressing sympathy towards Boeing’s entrepreneurial needs. According to ABC News:

The President today put distance between his administration and the labor board stressing that it is “an independent agency.”

“We can’t afford to have labor and management fighting all the time . . . .”

. . . .

“As a general proposition, companies need to have the freedom to relocate—they have to follow the law, but that’s part of our system,” Obama said. “What I think defies common sense would be a notion that we would be shutting down a plant or laying off workers because labor and management can’t come to a sensible agreement.”

Nowhere in the President’s statement is there a hint of support for the Board’s actions. Indeed, President Obama’s statement, while lacking political vitriol, is consistent with Republican complaints about “shutting down a plant” and “laying off workers.” The President not only took care to separate

106. But see id. at 5 (describing back-pay orders and bargaining orders as remedies that the NLRB would retain).
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. I was asked by lawyers at AFL-CIO to draft a sign-on letter opposing Congressman Scott’s bill, for submission to Congress, pointing out the bill’s deficiencies. I did so and my letter in final form was quickly signed by over 200 academics. However, I was advised by savvy lawyers at AFL-CIO to edit my first draft because I focused too much on the Boeing case. “Many Democrats in Congress are uncomfortable with the issue,” I was told.
112. Bingham, supra note 91.
113. Id. The case against Boeing was made most strongly in pro-union
himself from the General Counsel’s actions but also, while the debate raged, went out of his way to show support for Boeing. As the Washington Times reported during a subsequent trip to Asia by the President: “A good deal of Mr. Obama’s trip has seemed like an effort to mend fences with the aerospace giant. Mr. McNerney [Boeing’s CEO] served as moderator for Mr. Obama’s question-and-answer session with business executives at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit in Hawaii last weekend.”114 The ties between the Obama administration and Boeing were close before the controversy and remain strong. William Daley, then Obama’s chief of staff, was on Boeing’s board of directors when the company decided to open the second line in South Carolina.115 Boeing’s CEO, Jim McNerney, was Chair of the President’s Export Council, and the President appointed John Bryson, the longest-serving director on Boeing’s board, to be Secretary of Commerce.116

IV. THE SETTLEMENT

While the political attacks on the Board continued, Boeing and the IAM entered into secret negotiations.117 The union’s blogs. For example, on August 16, a post on Talking Union by Stan Sorscher argued that Boeing management was part of a campaign to destroy worker rights:

As the stakes continue to rise, it’s becoming clear that Boeing has no intention of settling the case, or ever complying with the law. They’ve said they expect to lose their case before the NLRB. Their goal is to re-write the law. They will use this case to assert a new right for employers to intimidate workers who strike. This would shift power away from workers on a scale similar to Ronald Reagan using scabs to break the Air Traffic Controllers’ strike in 1981.


Chief negotiator was Vice President Rich Michalski. Chief negotiator for Boeing was Raymond Conner, President of Boeing’s commercial division. Michalski quickly concluded that Boeing wanted to restore good relations with the union. To the surprise of commentators, on November 30, 2011, the parties reached agreement on a new collective bargaining contract that increased wages and benefits for Boeing’s unionized workers and assured them of continued employment. In return, the union promised not to strike until 2016. In the aftermath of the agreement, and at the urging of the Board’s General Counsel, the ALJ dismissed the complaint against Boeing. Boeing and the union publicly exchanged compliments.

The agreement established a “Joint Union/Boeing Council,” which meets “on a monthly basis, to review and discuss key elements of the business and workforce.” It also included a side letter which announced that “the Company will produce the 737NG models and 737MAX models in Renton” and that “[t]he fabrication work currently being performed by bargaining unit employees in support of the 737 production will be continued . . . in Puget Sound and Portland.” The side letter also...
stated that “[t]he Company intends to continue production of wide-body airplanes in its Everett facilities.” 127 Once the agreement was approved by the union’s members, Boeing opened the anticipated “temporary” surge line in Everett. 128 Assembly of the 787 was thereafter done in three production lines: two in Washington and one in South Carolina. 129 The agreement quickly improved Boeing’s relationship with the machinists union, as it was intended to do. 130 In effect, the three-line option, which Solomon recognized as the likely way to settle the case, 131 had been adopted.

The settlement slowed, but did not stop, attacks on the Board. In the immediate aftermath of the settlement, leading Republicans, including the main candidates for the party’s presidential nomination, ignored the agreement and continued to attack the NLRB. 132 Prior to the South Carolina primary election, Rick Santorum stated that “[i]n South Carolina, the National Labor Relations Board intervened directly in Boeing’s business decisions. . . . [T]he threat to ‘all Americans’ economic freedom continues.” 133 Mitt Romney made the issue an important part of his campaign, regularly calling the members of the Board “labor stooges.” 134 Senator Graham announced that his campaign against the NLRB would continue. 135

127. Id.
129. Id.
130. Booton, supra note 123.
131. Id.
133. Santorum, supra note 132.
134. Rosenkrantz & Armour, supra note 132.
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Representative Scott announced, “this outcome does not whitewash the fact that the NLRB has become a biased, politically-driven organization.” Representative Issa stated that the settlement would not deter the committee because of “serious questions that remain[ed] unanswered.” Attacks on the Board and its members persisted as a consistent theme of House Republicans and their supporters.

In February 2013, the Wall Street Journal published an opinion piece that applauded continuing congressional attacks on the NLRB and traced the conflict back to “the [B]oard’s outrageous action in the Boeing dispute.” On January 31, 2013, Senators Scott and Blunt introduced a bill to shut down the Board pending a decision on the legality of interim Board appointments by President Obama. In his press release on the bill, Senator Scott specifically traced his opposition to the Board back to the Boeing dispute.

The political nature of the attacks is underlined by their lack of connection to the factual circumstances of the Boeing complaint. Governor Romney’s statements epitomize the inaccuracy of the attacks. As a graduate of Harvard Law School, whose labor advisory committee included a former chairman of the NLRB, Romney should have known that the NLRB had taken no action and that a variety of hearings and reviews had
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Neither the NLRB and its Board nor the General Counsel ever sought to prevent Boeing from opening a factory in South Carolina. In fact, as previously pointed out, Boeing already had a factory in South Carolina. Furthermore, the complaint acknowledged that Boeing could transfer work to South Carolina.

Governor Romney stated that the NLRB’s actions were “political payback,” but there is no evidence to support this allegation, which the Board’s Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon has vigorously denied. Solomon, a career labor lawyer with no known political involvement and a reputation for honorable behavior, has served as legal advisor to both conservative and liberal Board members. It is not as though the decision to issue a complaint was a departure from established NLRB law.

Finally, no statement by the General Counsel or any employee of the Board suggests that South Carolina’s status as a right-to-work state played any part in the decision to issue a complaint. The matter was not referred to in the Advice

---
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Memo that provided the legal basis for issuance of a complaint. 150 Most misleadingly, Romney’s statement was aired throughout the South Carolina campaign with no acknowledgment of the fact that the case had already been settled to Boeing’s clearly expressed satisfaction.

V. THE LEGALITY OF THE COMPLAINT

In attacking the General Counsel’s decision to issue a complaint in the Boeing case, none of the Board’s critics seriously addressed the crucial question of whether Boeing actually violated the law by its actions. In fact, the case against Boeing in view of the language and basic policy of the NLRA is very strong.

Section 8(a)(3) of the NLRA makes it an unfair labor practice for an employer “by discrimination in regard to . . . any term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization.” 151 Did Boeing’s action in opening a new assembly line in South Carolina for the express purpose of avoiding the union constitute “discrimination under the NLRA”? The answer according to established precedent is yes. Boeing treated the union members differently than it would have treated them had they not engaged in activity protected by the NLRA. As I pointed out many years ago, the term “discrimination” does not require an employer to treat union members and non-union members differently; as long as it treats them differently than it would have had they not engaged in activity protected by the NLRA. 152 In this case, the term is particularly applicable because Boeing explicitly and publically distinguished between workers represented by a union and those not represented.

150. See NLRB Advice Memo, supra note 14.
Did Boeing’s action “discourage membership” as that term is used in the NLRA? Once again, the answer is clearly yes, since the Supreme Court has long held that to “encourage or discourage membership” in a union means also to encourage or discourage participation in union activities.153

Boeing’s actions were also directly contrary to the basic purpose of § 8(a)(3) of the NLRA, which the Supreme Court stated as “to allow employees to freely exercise their right to join unions, be good, bad, or indifferent members, or abstain from joining any union without imperiling their livelihood.”154 It seems clear that Boeing violated both the spirit and the letter of the section by avowedly punishing its Everett employees for engaging in the basic union activity of striking. The clear line of authority supporting the issuance of a complaint was pointed out in the Advice Memo, which urged the Acting General Counsel to issue a complaint.155 Similarly, there is little doubt under NLRB precedent, as set forth in the Advice Memo, that Boeing’s statements, which explain its decision in terms of avoiding strikes, constituted a threat of retaliation under Board law in violation of § 8(a)(1) of the NLRA.156 As several noted labor law professors have observed, the decision to issue a complaint was a correct one under existing Board case law.157 At a minimum, Solomon had a “presentable case.” Furthermore, as he has noted, part of his function is to “present important legal issues to the Board for resolution.”158
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Although the Acting General Counsel properly followed NLRB precedent, as he was bound to do, it is less clear that the Board’s violation would have been upheld by courts of appeals, which through the long history of the NLRA have been less supportive than the Board of the policy of insulating employee union activity from economic retaliation. In several important cases, courts of appeals have stated that it is legitimate for employers to take actions that harm workers based on efforts to forestall lawful but economically costly union activity. For example, in *N.L.R.B. v. Lassing*, the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit took the position that the “reasonably anticipated increased costs, regardless of whether this increased cost was . . . caused by the advent of the Union or by some other factor,” justified the transfer of work.

The General Counsel’s case would have been even weaker in the courts of appeals on the issue of remedy. For example, in *Garwin Corp. v. N.L.R.B.*, an employer moved its base of manufacture from New York to Florida. The Court of Appeals, in an opinion by Judge (later Chief Justice) Burger, accepted the Board’s finding that that “there was no genuine economic motivation independent of the hostility toward the union” for the move. *Garwin* is one of the few cases in which major transfer of work was held to be a violation of the NLRA. But the Court limited the remedy, holding that it had to be directed to making whole the affected employees who lost jobs because of the transfer. In the Boeing case, this would have been a minor cost, since no employees actually lost their jobs as a result of the transfer, and computing possible financial loss would have been almost impossible. Lawyers for the union were aware that they were unlikely to have obtained a strong remedy if the case proceeded; they were eager to settle.
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NLRB’s General Counsel shared this view and was similarly motivated.\textsuperscript{165}

VI. THE NLRA AND EMPLOYER DISCRETION

Despite the language and policy of § 8(a)(3) of the NLRA, there was never any real doubt about Boeing’s ability to assign the work as it chose. It could have avoided legal challenge by simply establishing the current three-line arrangement. Indeed, if Boeing actually wanted to reduce the role of its unionized workers and to transfer the assembly of the 787 to South Carolina to avoid the IAM, it could have done so without legal consequences, had its officials not explained the decision to open its second line in Charleston in terms of responding to past strikes or the need to prevent future strikes.\textsuperscript{166} Its contract with the IAM specifically gave it the right to make such decisions in accordance with its business judgment.

Even the General Counsel’s complaint acknowledged Boeing’s ability to transfer work to South Carolina based on legitimate economic considerations.\textsuperscript{167} Any management labor lawyer worth his or her salt could have phrased an announcement to attribute Boeing’s actions to the economic advantages of South Carolina. In fact, Boeing could have transferred work to South Carolina in the course of business without press release or controversy.

This tactic has been used many times by many employers, without interference from the NLRB.\textsuperscript{168} During the 1950s and 1960s, most of the garment industry moved from the northeast to the south with almost no interference from the law.\textsuperscript{169} Similarly, in the 1980s and 1990s, the Board did not interfere to protect union jobs when employers such as Boeing transferred manufacturing work to other locations and countries.\textsuperscript{170}

Although there are many examples of “runaway shops”—unionized businesses transferring all or part of their operations
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to a non-union location—they have rarely, if ever, been explained in terms of the desire to get away from unions or worker rights. Instead, they have been justified, if at all, in terms of neutral economic advantages associated with the new location. Boeing could have done the same. Why, then, did Boeing, a company with top-flight counsel, ignore the traditional techniques for masking efforts to bypass union facilities?

The role of Boeing’s lawyers in shaping Boeing’s actions has puzzled many observers. Did they try to tone down the rhetoric used by management tying transfer of work on the 787 to past lawful strikes? If not, was Boeing, as Richard Epstein has suggested, the victim of bad lawyering? Counsel for the union have wondered whether Boeing’s lawyers were informed in advance and approved of the issuance of the statements that led to the charges and complaint. In retrospect, it seems highly unlikely that all these statements were made without legal review. The number of statements made and the period of time over which they continued suggest that Boeing’s lawyers knew and approved. But why would they do so? The likely answer is that Boeing was trying to prompt further concessions from the two rival states and simultaneously to issue a warning to its unionized workers that it was prepared to take drastic steps to avoid future strikes. Its lawyers probably concluded that it could do so without serious economic consequences.

The problems caused Boeing by the strikes were serious and costly. It obviously wanted to underline for its workforce in Everett that no matter how superior they were as workers, Boeing needed a period without strikes to meet the demand for the 787. There is little doubt that the message was received; Boeing’s workers in Everett are now working at top efficiency and have promised not to strike until 2016. In the meantime, Boeing is hoping to be able to train its workforce in Charleston to perform comparably.

In warning its Everett workers about the dangers of striking, Boeing’s lawyers ran little risk. They were always in a position to terminate the legal challenge by coming to agreement in the meantime.

---
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with the IAM. And even if the unfair labor practice complaint was tried, the danger of a disruptive remedy was slight. As Solomon pointed out at the House Oversight Committee hearing, “Boeing will have every opportunity at the hearing to establish that it would be unduly burdensome for them to take the second line back to Washington State.”174 If Boeing could do so—and it seems probable that it could—the Board, even if it found a violation, would do nothing to disturb the Charleston assembly line. If it found that Boeing in fact violated the NLRA, the Board would most likely have ordered Boeing to increase utilization of its Everett facility for assembly of the 787. This is what Boeing has chosen to do on its own and is what seemed from the first to be the likely solution of the issue. And even so mild a remedy might well have been rejected by a Court of Appeals. A broader Board order would have been most unlikely, and enforcement of such an order by the courts even more unlikely.

VII. THE CONSTANTLY WEAKENING ROLE OF THE NLRB

The Board’s critics portrayed it as a powerful and power-seeking agency capable of challenging and overturning major economic decisions by huge companies—threatening jobs and inhibiting job creators.175 But to those of us who have studied the Board over the years, it is an agency with a mighty mandate, but with very little power and few allies. The Board cannot effectively protect the jobs of workers who support unions. It has no effective remedy when employers flaunt their duty to bargain in good faith with a union selected by their workers. The Board does not have the power to significantly strengthen the almost atrophied right to strike. And because of a series of court opinions giving employers the right to make captive audience speeches and denying the union a right of access,176 its election processes will continue to favor employers. The free choice that the Act is meant to protect has long been illusory.177
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The Supreme Court has led the way in rejecting interpretations of the NLRA that limit traditional employer powers. This practice began early in the Act’s history and has remained a constant theme since. For example, the Court announced in 1938, without reference to the NLRA, that an employer could hire permanent replacement workers to take jobs previously held by strikers. In the 1950s, the Court, overruling the Board, held that employers could make captive audience speeches to their employees during an organizing campaign and were not required to give the union a chance to respond. This ruling was solidified in 1991, when the Court rejected the Board’s efforts to apply a balancing test that would on occasion permit union organizers limited access to company property. The Court has regularly overruled the Board to narrow the definition of employees under the NLRA. It has created categories of employees not referenced in the statute who are not entitled to unionize. It has denied the Board’s ability to impose even non-controversial contract terms when employers refuse, in bad faith, to come to agreement with a newly selected union. As a result, the Board is essentially powerless to remedy employer refusals to bargain in good faith.

CONCLUSION

The anti-Board rhetoric of Republican candidates and right-wing commentators, while largely based on illusion, had a significant effect on public opinion. It gained traction from the implied metaphor of the heavy hand of government stifling needed economic activity. The metaphor was implicit in the remarks of Representative Trey Gowdy: “An unelected execu-
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tive branch entity spokesperson is telling a private company what it can make, where it can make it, and how much of it it can make.”

The weak response by most Democrats, including the President, is perhaps attributable to the fact that they found no compelling counter-metaphor to justify the Board’s actions. Pro-union bloggers had their own image: that of a huge corporation stamping on the rights of workers. It was an old-fashioned image, out of keeping with the moderate image of today’s leading Democrats, few of whom were willing to risk being condemned for class warfare by being critical of a corporation that was adding jobs in an economically weak state. Boeing is one of our last manufacturing champions, able to take on the world in the creation of highly sophisticated products, of which the Dreamliner is the most recent. To the uneasy yet silent Democrats and moderates, the complaint against Boeing must have been seen, at best, as reflecting the unfortunate costs to productivity and efficiency that come with activist government protection of unions.

Given that the NLRB never ruled on the complaint against Boeing and that the action of the General Counsel was preliminary, was non-binding, and never threatened to limit Boeing’s plans, it is surprising that the episode became the focus of so much commentary and hostility. Why was there such a powerful counterattack launched against a legal action that was so weak and relatively insignificant?

For Republicans and right-wing commentators, the case offered a chance to attack multiple enemies and simultaneously reinforce the image of corporations as job creators. A prominent strategy of the attackers was to suggest that the case revealed an anti-business cabal joining together the NLRB, the administration, and organized labor. As part of a cabal with important government agencies, organized labor appears powerful and even threatening to the rights of ordinary workers. The government, because it is beholden to organized labor, is forced to oppose job creation, free choice, and the rule of law. These themes were struck repeatedly in the attacks against the
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Board. They are evident in the opening statement of Congressman Issa during the House Oversight Committee hearing, who, in the course of a few paragraphs, announced Boeing’s innocence: “Evidence suggests Boeing’s decision to build the new assembly plant in South Carolina was simply an act of managerial discretion.” He also stressed the political power of organized labor: “Any appearance that Mr. Solomon’s decision was tailored to reward the President’s powerful financial and political supporters—big labor—would be disturbing. The American people deserve to know if so-called independent regulatory agencies are exceeding their legal authority to pursue a partisan agenda.” And he implied the culpability of the Obama administration: “Why would the administration stand in the way of reindustrialization of the American work force?” These comments, together with the anti-Board, anti-labor editorials and speeches, served to create an alternate universe, one in which unions are politically powerful, the Board a powerful activist agency, and large companies seeking to create jobs for workers. But the reality revealed by the battle over Boeing is far different. The weakness of the labor movement was shown by the failure of Democrats, including the President, to speak out. The Board became a fashionable punching bag without taking any action as an agency, and Boeing became an object of solicitude and admiration.

The weakness of the NLRB was revealed, but not caused, by the Boeing dispute. Numerous factors have contributed to the Board’s decline, including the increasing activism of reviewing courts, and its own unsatisfactory performance, marked by its shifting maze of politically motivated decisions. But it would be a mistake to simply do away with the Board. An agency to protect the rights of workers, one that commands the respect of employers and unions and the support of the courts, is still needed. It has been a long time since the Board in its current form played such a role. It is most unlikely that it will ever be able to create a labor policy based on properly conceived, consistently applied law and generally accepted princi-
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pals without significant statutory change. It should, however, be possible to make the Board more expert and less political, and to make the process of judicial review more rational.

A starting point would be to end the current political focus of Board appointments. It would be possible to establish a roster of labor relations neutrals, approved by both labor and management, for possible appointment to the Board. For example, the National Academy of Arbitrators\textsuperscript{194} includes many people who have earned through their decisions the respect of both union and management leaders.

The process of judicial review also needs amending. What is needed is a single reviewing appeals court, perhaps one composed of labor experts already on the bench; Judges Douglas Ginsburg and Marsha S. Berzon come to mind. A non-partisan expert labor Board whose opinions are reviewed by a single expert court could help to create, at this late date, the type of labor law system contemplated so many years ago by those who first fought to create the NLRA.

\footnote{194. See NAT’L ACAD. OF ARBITRATORS, http://www.naarb.org (last visited Apr. 4, 2014).}